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1. Android phone, Desktop, Laptop (Windows / Linux / Mac) with working front 
camera as webcam. 

 

2. Make sure you are using updated browser such as (Chrome or Mozilla Firefox). 

 

 Must have an active internet connection (Minimum Internet Speed required is:  512 
kbps / 2G+ Network Connection )

( kbps  / 2G+ 
Network Connection) 

 
 Also make sure your mobile or laptop is fully charged.

5. Keep required stationery handy with you (pencil, pen, rough sheet, etc.) 

 



1. To appear for the examination, click on this link : https://nmu.unionline.in 

https://nmu.unionline.in

2. Make sure that your browser is allowed to access Web Camera. 

 

3. University will be monitoring the examination. Any malpractices found on your end 
will not be allowed and you will not be allowed to continue the examination and 
you will be disqualified. You will see various warnings before you are disconnected. 
(*Please be alone in the room during the examination.) 
 

 

4. 

test before the timer expires. If time expires, the examination will be submitted 
automatically. 
 

 



1. Username is your PRN number & Password must be entered in DDMMYY format  
For Example - (180190) 18th Jan 1990. (User Name & Password must be entered in 
English Numerical only) 

  DDMMYY

(180190) 18th , 1990 (

) 

 

2. Click on Active Tests and select appropriate test from the drop-down list. 
   Active Tests  

 

3. Click on Sign In 

 Sign In  

 

4. You will be redirected to the Face Authentication Process 

 Face Authentication Process  

 
 

Sign In Page 

 



 

 Look into the webcam so that the system verifies your face for authentication. 

 

 

 During authentication if your face does not match with the uploaded photo 
ID available in the system, you will not be allowed to start the examinations. 
 

 Your exam timer will ONLY start after the photo is successfully verified.

 
Face Recognition 

 



 

1. The Webcam captures your face randomly for security purposes and verifies various 
aspects to ensure integrity of the examinations. 

 
2. University will be monitoring the examination. Any malpractices found on your end 

will not be allowed and you will not be allowed to continue the examination and you 
will be disqualified. You will see various warnings before you are disconnected. 

 

3. Please be alone in the room during the examination. 
 

 
4. Ensure there is no noise, or no one is talking in the room during the examination. 

 
5. During monitoring if more than one person is found in the nearby areas your 

examination will put on hold and further action would be taken. 

 

Webcam / Photo Capturing 



1.  ( ) 
 the top-left of the page. 

 

2. Timer ( ) 
 Your remaining exam time will be displayed at the top-right of the page. 

 

3. Question Information ( ) 
 Question number, marks for question, bookmark of question is displayed in this 

section which appears below the top row. 
,  

4. Question Description ( ) 
 This section (light grey box) is the actual question displayed to user. 

 

5. Options ( ) 
 This section displays all options available for the question displayed above. Candidate 

should click on one of the options to mark their answer. 
 



6. Navigation ( ) 
 Bottom-centre of exam page has four navigation links (First, Previous, Next, 

Last) to move across questions. 
First, Previous, Next, Last

 

7. Questions, Bookmark 

Questions ( ) 
 Bottom-

of questions (Explained later).  

  
 
Bookmark ( ) 
 

wants to revisit (go back to) the question later. 

Bookmark ,
 

 
8. Clear and Submit Test 

 Bottom- /clears the 
options for answers selected by the candidate
prompts candidate to confirm, whether that candidate wants to Submit/End Test. 

test Clear
Submit test

?
,  



 

9. Select Option ( ) 

 Clicking on one of the radio buttons next to option selects and saves the option 
for the question displayed. If the option is saved successfully, a green 
notification bar confirming save is displayed at top of the page. 

 
 

10. Saved Message 

 A green notification bar confirming save is displayed at top of the page. In case 
of any error, a red bar appears. Candidate should immediately notify 
administrators in case of error.  

 
 Candidate should close his/her browser, post his query on the Support 

group to get solution for his query and login again. 



11. Clear Option 

 /clears the option selected for the displayed 
question, if the candidate has selected one. If no option was selected, this button 
does not have any effect. 

 
 
 

12. Clear Message 

 A light-yellow bar confirming clear appears on the top of the page if the option 
was cleared for the question successfully. 

 



13. Questions Button 

  

 
 

14. List of Questions 

 This section/table shows all questions along with option selected by the 
candidate for each question. It also shows bookmarks if any. Question numbers 
are clickable and will take the candidate directly to the clicked question. 

 



15. Bookmark Button 

 with the 
bookmark icon. Bookmarks are useful if the candidate wants to revisit (go back 
to) a question later. 

 
 

16. Bookmark Icon 

 Bookmark icon is displayed in the question information section of the page 
alongside question number and marks. 

 



17. Submit Button 

 Candidate may click on the end 
the test before the timer expires. If time expires, the exam will be submitted 
automatically, and candidate  exam is submitted automatically. 

18. Submit Confirmation Message 

 A confirmation message is displayed before submitting the test. 
Candidate should choose carefully. Tests once submitted cannot be re-opened. 




